The article presents a method for optimizing driving strategies aimed at minimizing energy consumption while driving. The method was developed for the needs of an electric powered racing vehicle built for the purposes of the Shell Eco-marathon (SEM), the most famous and largest race of energy efficient vehicles. Model-based optimization was used to determine the driving strategy. The numerical model was elaborated in Simulink environment, which includes both the electric vehicle model and the environment, i.e., the race track as well as the vehicle environment and the atmospheric conditions. The vehicle model itself includes vehicle dynamic model, numerical model describing issues concerning resistance of rolling tire, resistance of the propulsion system, aerodynamic phenomena, model of the electric motor, and control system. For the purpose of identifying design and functional features of individual subassemblies and components, numerical and stand tests were carried out. The model itself was tested on the research tracks to tune the model and determine the calculation parameters. The evolutionary algorithms, which are available in the MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox, were used for optimization. In the race conditions, the model was verified during SEM races in Rotterdam where the race vehicle scored the result consistent with the results of simulation calculations. In the following years, the experience gathered by the team gave us the vice Championship in the SEM 2016 in London.
Introduction
The issue of energy saving in road transport is getting more and more important. It is especially significant in the context of electric drives in vehicles becoming widespread. Reduction of energy consumption together with the development of new energy sources of greater capacity is seen as a method of overcoming the main limitation of electric vehicles which is range. Shell Eco-marathon car race is the testing ground for new solutions in designing energy saving vehicles. A team of scientists and students from the Silesian University of Technology has been taking part in it since 2012, in energy saving vehicles with electric drives, which are designed and built by them in the following categories: Prototype, UrbanConcept with Battery Electric, and UrbanConcept with Hydrogen Fuel Cell Stack. Significant reduction in energy consumption is achieved by the usage of two methods [1] . The first one includes design changes which result in lower energy consumption whereas the latter one introduces new strategies of driving and drive steering, which allows minimalizing the energy consumption on a given route. By means of this method, it is possible to reduce considerably the energy consumption in vehicles and in particular in electric vehicles. Currently, electric vehicles (city cars: segment B) can reach the result of about 5km/kWh of energy, whereas respective vehicles of UrbanConcept Battery Electric category reach up to 200 km/kWh in simulated conditions of driving in a city. However, prototype battery electric vehicles which are different type as far as their structure is concerned reach the result of 1000 km/kWh. It shows the potential of the design solutions and the strategy of driving. In both categories numerical simulation vehicle models are used, which allow determining the direction of designing changes as well as planning the proper strategy of driving. These models are also used for optimization based on Model-Based Optimization methodology (MBO). This proprietary methodology used for vehicles development and planning the driving strategy has been described in this paper. Vehicles modelling and in 2 Journal of Advanced Transportation particular electric vehicles modelling are widely known and become of an increased interest to research, in particular with hybrid drive or power source. The necessity to model phenomena and objects is commonly known and creates substantial branch of science and engineering activities. The research and analysis of mechanical systems, technological processes, and other phenomena in real world are possible thanks to the use of proper mathematical apparatus which is based on previously assumed mathematical models of these processes [2] . According to this, by means of mathematical model, one should understand mathematical description of an object, process, or phenomenon which it represents.
Compared to cars with internal combustion engines, electric cars have a relatively simpler drive system; however, in order to achieve a significant reduction in energy consumption in the electric car's drive system, additional systems such as the energy recovery system, additional mechatronic subsystems, and advanced control systems are integrated, resulting in a continuous increase in the complexity of the electric drive systems currently used. The complexity of the technical means influences the complexity of the mathematical model of the vehicle. Among the models describing the dynamics of vehicles, which are used in the analysis and optimization of energy consumption, two approaches are generally observed due to the type of model used and the following models are distinguished:
(i) Analytical ones in which the model response to the signal is recorded as a motion equation
(ii) Models in the black box concept where the model is based on experimental data
The created vehicle simulation model can be a combination of two model types. To some extent, the mathematical description of a given phenomenon is based on known dependencies, while another fragment of the model is created in the concept of a black box. Taking into account the direction of information processing in the model, the following models [3] are distinguished:
(i) Simple: where the calculations made by the model start with the engine, energy is transferred to the wheels of the vehicle, and vehicle behaviour can be analyzed
(ii) Reverse: in which the behaviour of the body of the vehicle is modelled, e.g., the speed, and on this basis the required torque and the speed of rotation of the motor shaft are determined.
The choice of model type is mainly determined by the need for which the model is to be used. For modelling of dynamics of electric vehicles, many computer programs are used; among them noteworthy is the ADVISOR (Advanced Vehicle Simulator) platform [4] [5] [6] written as a program in the MATLAB-Simulink package. The program in its libraries gives you the opportunity to analyze many of the solutions of the power system, drive system, or vehicle body. Another platform running in the MATLAB-Simulink environment is PSAT (The Powertrain System Analysis Toolkit), which simulates many predefined solutions for conventional, electric, and other vehicles [7] . The evolution of PSAT is Autonomy [8] available on LMS Imagine.Lab. In addition to these simulation environments, where models are abstract and which take into account the mechatronic nature of the electric vehicle's propulsion system, there are many specialized dynamic analysis programs utilizing the multibody formalism, such as the LS-Dyna, Adams, or MotionSolve software. Simulation models designed to analyze and optimize energy consumption should allow for less time consuming calculations. This is especially important in optimization tasks, where simulation is performed many times (often over several tens of thousands of times). You can say that the faster the model is, the more abstract it is. In paper [9] , this is demonstrated by the synchronous motor, written in MATLAB and Simplorer. In order to reduce the computational time, the model should be written in a low-level language, e.g., C, as given in [10] and the simulation time can be reduced by up to 20 times compared to a program written in MATLAB's own language.
Research Methodology
In order to optimize the control strategy for a light, electric racing vehicle, the general methodology described below is presented, which explains the basic ideas and above all the definitions of the key concepts from energy consumption domain. The general functional structure of the drive system with particular attention to drive control and the optimization scheme are also presented below.
Energy Consumption E of the Movement. Movement of the vehicle is a consequence of the longitudinal force, which overcoming the force of inertia and resistance against the movement performs work on a particular road section [12] . The energy that is associated with this work is called energy intensity and, in the case of wheeled vehicles, it can be expressed as
where F is driving force and D is travelled distance. Energy consumption of the movement determines the amount of energy supplied to the drive wheels and does not depend on the nature of the drive unit and the transmission.
Total Energy Consumption E . It determines total energy expenditure. In the case of an internal combustion engine unit expressed as the product of the fuel and its calorific value, or in the case of an electrical unit, the energy is taken from an electric source. Total energy consumption E is the sum of the energy consumption E and the power losses in the motor ΔE and in the transmission system ΔE [12]:
The losses from (2) are usually taken into account in efficiency :
Journal of Advanced Transportation The overall efficiency of the drive system is the product of the motor efficiency and the efficiency of the transmission :
The total energy consumption E , of the process, which is defined as driving of the given distance D , is influenced by many factors, the vehicle's structural parameters, the energy losses generated when generating and transmitting the driving torque, and the control method. A function describing the speed of a vehicle along a certain route is the so-called speed profile [12, 13] . The speed profile is usually determined by the driver of the vehicle, by means of appropriate accelerator pedal control and shift gear selection or by electronic control. A cruise control system controls the power delivered to the drive wheels in order to maintain a certain speed.
If the vehicle is equipped with one drive system, it can be presented in the functional diagram as shown in Figure 1 .
Specific blocks describe the performance of the individual vehicle systems: (i) master control system: a speed profile generator, usually the driver, by adjusting the accelerator pedal, deciding on the profile, and depending on the road conditions; (ii) motor control system: generator of appropriate motor control values (current, voltage); (iii) motor: a machine that transforms the energy of a source into mechanical energy; (iv) mechanical system of the vehicle: torque transmission from the motor shaft to the wheels of the vehicle (clutches, gears, etc.); (v) measurement system: acting as feedback to provide information on the current position and speed of the vehicle.
The optimization task can be reduced to the following:
(i) Optimization of design parameters p and settings p , e.g., power of the drive, TS ratio, i.e., optimizing the characteristics of the vehicle describing the mechanical system and current controller. The design of the system and its mathematical description in the form of the model are decisive for the optimization of these parameters.
(ii) Optimizing the control strategy, i.e., searching for the optimum speed V profile, or directing the control signal to the current controller SET .
(iii) Simultaneous optimization of control parameters and strategy.
You can use the Model-Based Optimization method to solve the optimization task. The scheme of the optimization is shown in Figure 2 .
In this method, decision variables, whose value is determined by the optimization algorithm, are input variables for the simulation model. Numerical simulation of driving and obtained results during the simulation allows determining the result of the objective function. Repeating the simulation results for the subsequent driving parameters controlled by the optimization algorithm allows the calculation of successive results of the objective function. Frequently repeated results are aimed at finding the minimum of the target function and thus the optimal solution. Stopping the optimization algorithm loop depends on the type of the algorithm used. This usually occurs after a predetermined number of loops, after a lack of change in the value of the criterion function or other constraints.
Building the Model of the Electric Vehicle
To study the total energy consumption E of an electric vehicle, it is necessary to build a model to analyze the transfer of energy from the source of energy to the drive wheels of the vehicle. Figure 3 shows the functional diagram of the electric vehicle drive system. This diagram is the starting point for creating a simulation model.
According to the definition, the total energy consumption depends on the energy consumption of the movement E, that is, on the work generated by the driving force and the energy losses generated by the motor ΔE as well as on the energy loss of the transmission ΔE . Accordingly, a mathematical model of the vehicle should be created describing the phenomenon of resistance and loss of energy in transmission system. The mathematical model of the electric vehicle is shown in this section. The model is based on equations of motion of a wheeled vehicle, biaxial with front axle steering, and rear wheel drive. The focus is on the representation of the driving forces and the resistance of movement acting in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. The model described here is sufficient to simulate and optimize the parameters of an object that affect the total energy consumption E of an object. There was no need to determine the values of forces and displacements affecting individual vehicle components, as in the case of, for example, strength analyses. These issues are not the subject of this study, so the forces acting in the directions of the other axes of the vehicle are not dealt with, except for the forces which, as a result of their impact, affect the total energy consumption.
Mathematical Model of the Vehicle.
The theory of vehicle motion is widely published and has been presented many times in the scientific works [14, 15] . The following section provides formulas and symbols used to build the vehicle model. A detailed description of the presented issues should be sought, among others, in the above-mentioned bibliography. Figure 4 shows the forces acting on the vehicle moving along the path of the inclination angle .
The following designations were used: F driving force, which is the quotient of the driving torque and the dynamic radius of the wheel; 1 and 2 of the rolling resistance of the wheels of front and rear axles, respectively; Q vehicle gravity force; F force of air resistance; F = sin( ) uphill resistance; F inertia force; Z 1 and Z 2 ground reactions to the front and rear axle wheels; m = m reduced mass.
The equation of motion of the vehicle in the driving direction can be written as the sum of the driving forces and drag forces parallel to the road surface as
The following simplifications were adopted. The drive torque applied to the rear wheel does not affect the pressure distribution Z 1 and Z 2 . In fact, in vehicles with rear wheel drive, the rear is downforced whereas the front axle is relieved. The reaction values Z 1 and Z 2 were statistically determined. The coefficients of rolling resistance of all wheels are identical. Resistance forces depend on many factors and parameters; many of them are highly nonlinear. Modelling of wheel rolling resistance is the subject of separate research and the model used is very complex so in practice, a simplified model is often used.
The rolling resistance of a single wheel is as follows:
c is the coefficient of rolling resistance that depends on the type of road surface, the type of tire, or the pressure in the tire. This factor also depends on the speed of travel and increases with its growth; this is related to the increase in tire deformation. The value of the rolling resistance coefficient is usually given by the tire manufacturer, and exemplary values and empirical models on the dependence of this coefficient on the speed function can be found in the literature [16] . For low travel speeds (<40km/h), the value of the rolling resistance coefficient is assumed to be constant, independent of speed. In linear motion, the total rolling resistance is the sum of the rolling resistance of all vehicle wheels.
If an identical rolling resistance coefficient for each wheel is assumed, which is often justified, given the similar construction of the front and rear axle wheels and identical tires and the same pressure operation, the sum of the rolling resistance shall be written as
The total wheel resistance should take into account the tire rolling resistance, bearing losses, and so forth.
The essence of resistance in bearings is identical to the tire rolling resistance described previously. The bearing torque is proportional to the bearing load, friction coefficient, and bearing radius. Bearing friction is generally neglected, as the bearing resistance value is small compared to the tire rolling resistance [16] .
Similarly to the value of rolling resistance, the turning resistance can be expressed as the product of the weight of the car and the coefficient of turning, although, according to literature, at low speeds it plays negligibly smaller role than the rolling resistance [16] .
f is the coefficient of turning and depends on the pressure force on the axles, tires, and so-called intensity of turning, in other words, ratio of centrifugal and vertical acceleration
The value of air resistance can be determined from
where is the density of air. v [m/s] is the total air velocity resulting from the linear velocity of the vehicle v and wind speed v and is the vector sum, A is the vehicle front area [m 2 ], and c is the aerodynamic drag coefficient.
In this study, a TS based on a constant gear ratio was used. PM BLDC (Permanent Magnet Brushless Direct Current) motors are very often used in electric power systems [17] . The mathematical description of all phenomena related to magnetism, electrical, thermal, or mechanical phenomena can lead to a considerable complexity of the model, so simplified models are often used. The electrical part of motor's model can be found in work [9] . The electromagnetic torque generated by the motor is proportional to the flowing current and the so-called the motor torque constant K and is given by [17] = 2 (10)
In steady state, the electromagnetic torque M is equal to the torque on the motor shaft, which is the sum of the load torque and the torque of the losses. The efficiency of an electric motor is defined as
ℎ is the mechanical output power on the motor shaft and P is the electrical power input. Relations describing
Figure 5: Driving path and its inclination profile.
the phenomenon of loss can be found in professional literature [10] . The motor torque is transmitted to the drive wheel via the TS transmission. The mechanical power on the drive wheel depends on the efficiency of the TS:
The efficiency is a function of many factors; i.e., it depends on the powertrain design, the transmitted power, and quality of the system. For TS based on tension transmission, efficiency can be approx. 90%. The efficiency of the tie link transmission is a function of inter alia transmission ratio i , interaxial distance, belt angle, tension force, rotational speed, or torque [18] [19] [20] . In the case of lightweight vehicles in the TS design, it is often not necessary to use variable gear transmissions. Speed and torque control is achieved by the control system. On the one hand, it is an advantage because the TS is smaller in weight and less complicated, but on the other hand it forces the electric drive to operate in a wide range of torque and rotational speed, which affects the motor energy efficiency.
Building the Model of the Driving Route.
The parameters of the path that the vehicle travels on have a significant effect on the resistance values shown in Section 3.1. In the paper, the path of ride is determined by the exact path of the vehicle on a designated route. It is assumed that the best path is known and it is determined based on the team's experience (it means that the quickest best path along the track is not calculated by the optimization method). The difference between the path and the track is as follows. A track is a system of physically existing roads between points A and B, and when the path does not exist physically, it is the trace that leaves the selected point of the vehicle (e.g., center of gravity) on the route surface. With this in mind, the journey along the route can take place on a number of paths. The route is only a limitation. Figure 5 shows a schematic drawing of one path and its elevation profile. The description of the path is formed by its discretization, i.e., the division into finite numbers of elementary sections of O , ∈ {1, 2, ..., }. Each These basic data are essential for the correct determination of motion resistance on each segment. It is assumed that any change in the inclination or radius of curvature makes it necessary to define further vector O .
Bearing in mind that vehicles usually move in the open air, a suitable model should be created describing the external conditions. For this purpose, the O vector describing the nature of the path should include additional columns such as velocity and direction of the wind V and V , atmospheric pressure , and air temperature t . In this situation, the vector describing the path and external conditions takes the form:
, t ]. The speed and direction of the wind have a significant effect on the value of air resistance. Determining the wind speed is relatively difficult and not precise. Temporary winds may have different directions and a much higher amplitude than the average. Preliminary investigations have been carried out considering the uncertainty of weather conditions. During optimization, where optimal control strategies were sought, the wind speed was randomly changed. The concept of optimizing the control strategy from taking into account the changing weather conditions was to design a family of strategies. It would be possible to select one optimal strategy or part of it in the real world because of the existing and changing weather conditions.
Control System
Design. Two modes of the control system are taken into consideration in this study. They reflect the physical implementations of the control system used in the built-in electric race vehicles of Prototype class [21] and UrbanConcept class [22] . Figures 6 and 7 represent block diagrams of the drive system of the vehicle for different control strategies. The control scheme A ( Figure 6 ) is used in a case when a driver is able to control an acceleration of the vehicle by means of a binary signal. In this case, the goal of the optimization task is to find the control strategy taking into account two criteria, i.e., the determined travel time as well as the minimal power consumption of the vehicle. The control strategy is used to specify in which parts of the route the driver should press or release the acceleration treadle. When the setpoint signal SET ∈ {0, 1} is assumed, then the optimization task is to search for logic values of the control signal as the function corresponding to the position of the vehicle x(t), SET = f (x(t)). The supervisory role of the driver is included in the functional scheme as a decision module. In this study, the behaviour of the driver is not modelled in the simulation. It means that he/she realises the strategy in the exact way. The input control signal U is always different from the signal SET in real conditions. It means that the signal SET is mainly employed by the driver to know when the acceleration treadle should be used. In the case of the control scheme B (Figure 7 ), the general goal of the optimization task is the same as in the previous case. However, the formal definition of the problem is quite different because in this case the optimal form of the velocity signal is searched according to the position of the vehicle on the route V = f (x(t)). The velocity controller compares the setpoint signal V with the measured velocity of the vehicle and for certain controller setting as well as for control error e it generates the control signal SET . As in the previous case, the supervisory role of the driver is included in the decision module. However, the main difference is that in the optimization process the setpoint signal V can be limited in the direct way.
According to control schemes A and B, the input control signal U is used by the motor control unit where the emended current regulator normally outputs the corresponding signals to the motor terminals. The driving torque of the motor shaft is transmitted through the transmission system to the wheels of the vehicle.
Evolutionary Optimization of the Velocity Strategy

Formulation of the Optimization Problem.
One of the ways to define and to solve the dynamic optimization task of the velocity strategy of the vehicle is to reduce such a problem to the static optimization task through the socalled discretization of the independent variable. If one assumes that the independent variable is the position of the vehicle (a travelled distance) x(t), then the velocity strategy st can be represented by a vector of instantaneous values SET or V for discrete parts of the route. Figure 8 illustrates the idea of dividing the route into segments.
The path is divided into n segments O each of the length L , where the sum of the lengths of the segments is equal to the length of the total path. For each segment, it is necessary to determine the or setpoint. The task is to find the optimal velocity strategy for control scheme A in the following form: Figure 8 : Concept of discretization of the route.
whereas in the second case for control scheme B
where min and max can be determined in different ways, e.g., based on the minimum/maximum vehicle speed or based on the simple calculation corresponding to guidelines of the race competition. Evolutionary algorithms can be used to solve this problem. In the case of the search for strategy st it is preferable to use a classical genetic algorithm. In this instance, the genes in a chromosome of the individual can be encoded directly as the binary values of the control signal . Therefore, the length of the chromosome N ℎ is equal to the number of sections of the route.
In accordance with the control scheme B, the velocity profile is determined as the vector including setpoint values of the velocity st . The components of the st vector are floating point values; hence it is possible to use an evolutionary strategy proposed in [23] . Each of the genes in the chromosome of the individual corresponds to the setpoint value of the velocity during a part of the route.
Chromosome Codding for Different Velocity Strategies.
For a vehicle that is equipped with a binary control system of the motor, the chromosome can be represented as the optimal vector of the control signal in the following form st = [ In this optimization task, the total distance of the road D is composed of SEM race laps N ∈{1, 2, ..., }. The division of the whole route on a finite number of segments O is not recommended, because it can lead to unnecessary increase in the length of the vector st. If the route consists of a minimum of four laps, it is possible to limit the search of vector st to only three types of laps:
(i) the initial lap marked by (ii) the middle laps marked by (iii) the last lap marked as Such assumption can be proven for at least three reasons: (1) In the practical implementation of velocity strategies, the driver should not implement different control rules for each lap. The master control unit informs the driver about the current velocity strategy, but despite all, the driver should remember this strategy to some extent.
(2) The limitation of the velocity strategy only to the three types of laps reduces the length of the vector st. In this way, the number of elements of the vector st corresponds to the number of decision variables of the optimization task.
(3) Such division is reasonable by the nature of the laps. In the initial lap, it is necessary to accelerate the vehicle. Within the middle laps, the velocity profile of the vehicle should be the same. During the last lap, the previously acquired kinetic energy E is utilized.
The task of finding the optimal vector st can be solved using two types of evolutionary algorithms:
(i) Classical genetic algorithm for control without a velocity regulator (according to control scheme A presented in Figure 6) (ii) Evolutionary strategy for the control system of the vehicle with a velocity regulator (according to control scheme B shown in Figure 7 )
The usage of two algorithms forces the appropriate coding of the velocity strategy, which is described in the next two paragraphs.
Chromosome Coding For Control Scheme A.
The phenotype of each individual determines the control vector st that means each gene of the individual of the population is the value of the control signal for each section of the segment O of the route. Assuming that we are looking for a velocity strategy of only three types of laps, the phenotype can be written as (for short form U ≡ SET )
where , , are the control signals for the initial lap, middle laps, and the last lap. 
, , are the setting values of velocity for the initial lap, middle laps, and the last lap.
In the control mode, according to scheme B, the control signal is generated by the velocity controller based on the control error:
where
The coding for control scheme B in comparison with the coding for control scheme A has undoubtedly one advantage, namely, the possibility of introducing a velocity limit during the simulation of the passage of a given section of the route. A velocity limitation is of great practical importance. In many situations, it is necessary to reduce the velocity of the vehicle during certain parts of the route, for example, during cornering. Accordingly, in case of control scheme B, two velocity vectors are designated as follows: The value of the function is also used to evaluate the velocity strategy of the vehicle. In the preliminary studies [24] , the following fitness function f was used.
Fitness Function 1
where the weights w 1 = 0.50E05, w 2 = w 3 = 0.25 and coefficients 1 = −2, 2 = 1 were chosen experimentally. The penalty functions f 2 and f 3 were introduced. The Heaviside step function H(.) is used to penalize individuals representing unacceptable solutions [25, 26] , e.g., those that exceed the maximum time of the simulation H(t − T ) or do not reach the specified distance H(D − x ).
Fitness Function 2.
In this study, the authors have proposed the fitness function which would lead to the convergence of the evolutionary algorithm without searching for optimal values of weights. Such a function is shown and described below:
where f 1 is a measure related to the simulated energy consumption of the vehicle, f 2 and f 3 correspond to the limitations such as the maximum travel time and the total distance of the vehicle, f 4 and f 5 also correspond to the limitations but these play strong penalty role, and is arbitrarily large value, e.g., significantly higher than maximal values f 2 =f 3 =1. In this variant of the fitness function death penalty [26] is applied for unacceptable individuals in the form of factors f 4 and f 5 . Individuals who do not reach a specified distance or exceed the time limit are eliminated. These two criteria act as a constraint and correspond to the limitations formulated in the guidelines of the race competition. On the other hand, the criteria f 2 and f 3 have continuous nature and play very important role in the fitness function. They are very needed to evaluate continuously the individuals that are very close to and very far from the extremum. The argument of cos(.) function is not related to an angle. However, the usage of the cos(.) function is needed to Drag coefficient c x (see Table 2 ) 0,22 -0,23 Table 2 ) 0.275 -0.297 The total rolling coefficient c rr (see Table 4 ) 0,0035 -0,0058, eliminate the possibility of dividing by zero. In addition, the form of the cos(.) function is preferred. At the initial stage of optimization, when the simulation time t and the distance x differ significantly from the maximum time T and the specified distance D , a small change will have a greater effect on the value of the fitness function. At the final stage of optimization, the function V 2 is more dependent on the simulated energy consumption of the vehicle related to the factor f 1 , and thanks to the cos(.) function, it is less dependent to the factors f 2 and f 3 . The proposed function does not require the introduction of weights and therefore it is easier to use this function in other applications, e.g., to find optimal velocity strategies for different routes.
It should be noted that fitness functions val have been written in such a way as to ensure that the optimization algorithm will look for a minimum of these functions.
Case Study
As described in Sections 3 and 4, process of modelling and optimization was applied and verified using a prototype electric vehicle on street race circuit in Rotterdam. The methodology was also carried out on the experimental rides track of the Fiat Chrysler Automobiles Poland factory, located in Tychy. Based on (5)-(12), the simulation model was created in the MATLAB/Simulink5 environment. Optimization was also carried out in MATLAB using the evolutionary algorithms available in the Global Optimization Toolbox. The library of functions for simulating, optimizing, analyzing, and presenting results has been developed.
Research Object.
Light electric vehicle was a research object. The vehicle shown in Figure 9 is a three-wheeled self-supporting structure. The vehicle fuselage is made of composites based on epoxy resin and woven of carbon and aramid fibre [21] .
The dimensions of the vehicle and basic data are shown in Figure 10 and in Table 1 .
Identification of parameters for the mathematical model of a research object was carried out by numerical simulations, tests on specially designed test bench [27] and during conducted experiments in real environment [28] .
The vehicle can be driven by two types of drive unit:
(i) DT1: drive unit based on PM BLDC motors and belt transmission. Drive wheel is equipped with a one-way clutch. (ii) DT2: a high-torque PM BLDC motor mounted inside the drive wheel. The torque generated by the motor is directly transmitted to the rear drive wheel.
The catalogue data can be used for creating the mathematical model of the DT1 motor, but for identifying the exact parameters, it was necessary to carry out experimental tests. The manufacturer of the DT2 motor does not provide much information, so it was necessary to test the drive unit as well. DT1 drivetrain efficiency was estimated using a BG75x50 motor with toothed synchronous belt transmission ( z1= 28 teeth, z2 = 200 teeth, i = 7.14). The map of the efficiency was shown on Figure 11 (a). The same test was carried out for DT2 drive unit with a motor directly mounted on the drive wheel ( Figure 11(b) ). The obtained efficiency maps were used to build the simulation model of the tested drivetrain systems.
Determination of Air Drag Coefficient.
The air drag coefficient c was estimated as a result of CFD analysis using ANSYS software [24] ; and it was also verified by the research in wind tunnel at the Institute of Aviation in Warsaw. Frontal area of vehicle A was determined from a three-dimensional model in CAD environment, Catia V5. The values of drag coefficient c and frontal area A are shown in Table 2 . 
Determination of Rolling
Resistance. According to formula (7), the rolling resistance depends on the weight of the vehicle (Table 1) , the tires rolling resistance coefficient, and the resistance of the bearings. Depending on the drive unit (DT1, DT2) used in the vehicle, additional resistance has to be added. In the DT1 system, there is a one-way clutch which also generates some resistance torque. The DT2 system cannot be mechanically disconnected and therefore has a higher rolling resistance. As a result of the coast down test, the total rolling resistance of the vehicle has been identified for the four types of tires. The test was performed only with the DT1 system, i.e., the system with the clutch. Table 3 shows the basic parameters of the tires used in the experiments. The prototype vehicle can be equipped with specially manufactured Michelin tires with a low rolling resistant coefficient of c = 0.0014.
In addition to the special Michelin tires, three other types of tires were tested. The identification of rolling resistance coefficients was also estimated using a coast down test. The measurements were made as follows:
(i) The driver accelerated the vehicle to a fixed speed.
(ii) At the moment of crossing the marked gate, the driver pressed the marker button to save the flag in the acquired data.
(iii) The run continued until free braking, after which the driver switched off the measuring system.
(iv) The measurements were made at both directions of the road, to minimize influence of the wind.
(v) Before the attempts, wind velocity, temperature, and atmospheric pressure were measured.
(vi) The distance of the road was measured using a measurement system mounted on the vehicle and it was also verified using distance measuring wheel.
On the basis of the experimental data, the total rolling resistance coefficient of the vehicle was determined. Table 4 shows the coefficients of rolling resistance of the vehicle depending on the tire used during the test. Total resistance includes the tire rolling coefficient, the bearings resistance, and the resistance of the clutch. Verification of the data derived from the simulation and the experiment was conducted using 
mMAPE (modifiable Mean Absolute Percentage Error).
For velocity simulation mMAPE can be determined by Figure 12 shows the experimental data obtained in a coast down test compared with the results obtained during the computer simulation.
Model of the Race Circuit.
In accordance with the methodology presented in Section 3.2, three routes have been described: (i) Route 1: a street race circuit at the Shell Eco-marathon competition in Rotterdam. (ii) Routes 2 and 3: on the experimental rides track of the Fiat Chrysler Automobiles Poland factory, located in Tychy, in the south of Poland.
The Shell Eco-marathon competition is held on a street circuit in Rotterdam. One lap is 1630 meters long. Vehicles have to cover ten laps in no longer than 39 minutes so such requirements impose an average minimum speed of 25 km/h.
The trajectory of the vehicle path was developed using satellite images. The vehicle trajectory was determined using the maximum curvature possible that could be obtained on the existing roads.
Movement of the vehicle in a curved motion causes the centrifugal force. Centrifugal force creates additional resistance. This resistance is inversely proportional to the radius of the path (8), so it is justified to select the largest radius. In addition, if the centrifugal force exceeds the limit value, it could provide to the side slip of the vehicle. According to drawings in AutoCAD Civil 3D, the lengths of straight sections and the lengths and the radius of arcs were obtained. Figure 13 shows a plan view of the path of the drive.
Driving the prototype vehicle on public roads is prohibited and can be dangerous. Vehicle testing was also carried out on the experimental rides track of the Fiat Chrysler Automobiles Poland factory. For the track in Tychy geodetic measurements were taken using the DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System) technology. The measuring points were collected along the axis of the road, with the distance between points amounting to 10 meters. If on the measured route, direction or elevation were changed, the frequency of measurement was increased. Geodetic coordinates were also imported into AutoCAD Civil 3D and were used to prepare data concerning the route that was imported into the simulation environment MATLABSimulink. Figures 14 and 15 show the path and elevation profile, respectively.
Selected routes 2 and 3 have significant differences compared to route 1, especially in the height profile. This set of routes was selected to verify the effect of the route profile on the achieved results and to verify the proposed optimization methods for various road conditions. The routes in Tychy are located in an open area; there are no large buildings, which guarantees stability of wind conditions. The technical condition of the surface on routes 2 and 3 is much worse than on route 1, which has a significant influence on the rolling resistance. Rolling resistance was also identified and introduced into the simulation model. For route 2, the c coefficient was 0.0056 and for route 3 was 0.0068. The motor is turned on three times. Figures 16(a) and 16(b) show the velocity of the vehicle and the power of the motor in function of the distance determined during the experiment (red curves) and during the numerical simulations (green curves).
Verification of the Simulation
Verification of the data derived from the simulation and the experiment was conducted using mMAPE (29) . For motor power simulation, mMAPE can be determined by
where P is the motor power measured during experiment and P is the motor power conducted in simulation.
As a result of the model validation tests, estimation error of the velocity was on level between 2.35% and 5.34%. However, the motor power error level was greater. It was between 8.02% and 9.98%.
Determination of the Optimal Control Strategy.
The length of route 1 and the number of laps are determined by the organizers of the Shell Eco-marathon competition. The length of routes 2 and 3 is derived from the existing road plan, where it was possible to carry out trials in real conditions. The number of laps for routes 2 and 3 was assumed arbitrarily.
The travel time for route 1 is based on the rules of the race, which determine the minimum average speed of the vehicle. Based on the average speed and the length of routes 2 and 3, the travel times for these routes were determined. The maximum travel times and the total length of the route, as well as the number and length of one lap D, are summarized in Table 5 .
Evolutionary algorithms which are available in the MAT-LAB Global Optimization Toolbox were used. From the MATLAB workspace, the algorithm ran a simulation model in a Simulink environment. During optimization while using evolutionary algorithms, the maximum number of fitness function evaluations V is the product of the population size and number of generations .
It was assumed that the total number of fitness function evaluations was equal to 10 4 ; therefore, should this value be exceeded, the calculation would be cancelled. Therefore, the total number of generations . is dependent on the value of population size . As part of this work phase, the vectors st , st 15 , and st 10 of the optimum control strategy for an electric vehicle for routes 1, 2, and 3 were determined. During evolutionary optimization, the heuristic method of crossing was used, and the probability of crossing was established on the basis of previous studies at the level of 0.8 [24, 29] . At the 0+100 0+200 0+300 0+400 0+500 0+600 0+700 0+800 0+900 1+000 stage of reproduction, the elitist succession method was applied where the best adapted two individuals in the current population passed to the next population. An adaptive method of mutation was used. The remaining parameters of the algorithm remain the default for the MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox. The first case was the search st vector for route 1. Figures 17(a)-17(c) show the vehicle velocity V obtained by computer simulation. The graph of the st control signal is graphically displayed. Figure 17 shows the results where the optimal control strategy st was used, and population was =100 and =100. The total energy consumption was estimated as r =527,633 [km / kWh]. Figure 17 When analyzing the vehicle velocity chart on the last lap of route 1 (Figure 17(c) ), it can be seen that, according to the determined control strategy, the propulsion system of the vehicle should no longer be used. The vehicle should use the stored kinetic energy.
The analysis of vehicle velocity V during the last lap indicates that at the moment of reaching the given distance the speed was still about 2 [m/s]. This demonstrates that the simulated vehicle has kinetic energy that would have to be dispersed by the braking system or recovered by the electric motor. Having such a speed does not mean that there is still possibility for improvement. Lower speed at the end of the route has to cause higher speed of the earlier parts of the route. This speed is the optimum speed due to the chosen criterion. From the analysis of the shape of the fitness function ( Figure 17(d) ), it can be seen that, for route 1, it is preferable to use a smaller population of =25 and increase the number of =400. The curve shape for this case is steep and it falls to the minimum value of the fitness function, which may indicate that the algorithm has reached a convergence.
Results of the optimization where B type of coding was used were analyzed. The results obtained as the mean of the r result together with the standard deviation from all the tests were summarized in Table 6 .
By analyzing the results in Table 6 , it can be seen that for route 1 better results were obtained (reduced simulated total energy consumption) using A coding compared to B, especially for st 15 , whose results are characterized by the highest standard deviation. For routes 2 and 3, the same as for route 1, the procedure was followed. Optimization strategies have been optimized for all variants of control vector st , st 15 , st 10 .
The results using the control strategy st 10 are shown in Figures 18(a) The results obtained for route 2 are presented in Table 7 . For route 2 compared to route 1, the best results were achieved using the st V10 vector. When using vectors st and st V15 the results were slightly worse. Having analyzed the size of the population used in the optimization process, it should be noted that for route 2 it is preferable to use higher value of . For all the analyzed cases, the best average results for =200 were obtained. Table 8 summarizes the results for route 3.
For route 3, the average results were reported for a larger population of with B coding. In the case of using vector with A type coding, no characteristic change was noted. As expected, comparing the standard deviation between algorithms using B coding, the standard deviation is less for the less variance range.
Evolutionary algorithms are not complete search algorithms; therefore, it is not possible to determine whether the solution found is best for the chosen criterion and the constraints assumed. Optimal control strategy st was displayed by a prototype visualization system. Visualization unit is installed in the Failed attempt, damaged tires during 1st lap steering wheel of the vehicle. The visualization system shows the basic data such as instantaneous speed, average speed, travel time, and distance. In addition, the visualization system provides information on which part of the track the driver should press the acceleration button to execute the optimal control strategy. Measurement of the position on the track is carried out by the odometrical measuring system. Due to the possibility of accumulating errors in the measurement of the road, the driver will reset the measuring system every time he/she exceeds the lap line. Table 9 presents the results of all the measurements conducted during the Shell Eco-marathon. The columns in the Table 9 contain (i) r [km/kWh]: the result recorded during the race by the measuring device provided by the organizer; the results are available on the Shell Eco-marathon official website; (ii) r [kW/kWh]: the result based on the indications of a prototype measuring system permanently installed in the vehicle; (iii) r : the result estimated by computer simulation using recorded real control signal U ;
Applying the Optimal Control Strategy in Real Conditions
(iv) r : the result obtained by computer simulation using the optimal control strategy U . Table 9 also includes the following:
(i) Measurement error:
(ii) Identification error:
(iii) Strategy implementation error:
There were four measurement trials available. During run 1, a much weaker result was obtained than estimated by simulation. The driver performed run 1 without a defined control strategy. As part of the experiment, the driver and the support team were asked to select the optimal tires for the vehicle and to implement the proposed control strategy. During run 1, only the travel time of individual laps was checked. According to the choice of the team in run 1, tires W2 were selected (Table 4) . During this test the worst result was obtained about 24% and 25% worse than in the other trials. In subsequent runs 2 and 3, the vehicle was equipped with the best W1 tires ( Table 4 ). The driver has implemented an algorithm-based optimal control strategy. Strategy information was provided by the visualization system. During run 3 the best result was recorded. This result was taken into account in the classification of competitions, where the team placed in 12 positions out of 28 classified teams. Trials 4, due to damage to the tires, were not successful.
Measurement error was from 1.25% to 5.58%, depending on the sample. The measurement system installed permanently in the vehicle is a prototype system. This system has been calibrated using available laboratory equipment. Measurement errors indicate that other measuring devices of the higher accuracy class should be used.
Based on the measurement data obtained during test drives, the model was tuned, thus reducing the identification error. The competition took place in stable weather; the divergence of results was small and was about 1.29% for sample 2 and 1.39% for sample 3.
The difference between the results determined during numerical simulation and that obtained in the real run was 3.6% for sample 2 and 2.69% for sample 3. The difference at this level was considered to be small. Searching for optimal control strategy has not taken into account possible "errors" which could be made by the driver and which result from the current situation on the route, for example, selecting the path and using the route by other participants in the race. Including driver behaviour in the simulation model should be the subject of further work. Figure 19 shows the vehicle velocity together with the control signals recorded during run 2. The black curves represent the real vehicle velocity V and the control signal. Green curves are the optimum control strategy st and the optimal velocity V determined by the simulation. The graph shows the entire distance travelled (10 laps). The analysis of the graph shows that the driver did not perform the exact planned strategy. Errors in the implementation of the strategy are related to the disruptions. During the competition, the driver is not alone on the track; in certain situations the driver cannot overtake other participants and cannot take the optimal path. In addition, weather condition such as wind has influence on the motion resistance. In such cases, the driver has to modify the optimal control strategy.
In Figure 20 , the velocity recorded during the race V (black) and the velocity obtained by the computer simulation V (red) were shown. V was determined by computer simulation by using real control signal. The purpose of this simulation was to investigate the correctness of identification of the simulation model and to identify the identification error.
Compared to the Shell Eco-marathon competitions held in 2012 and 2013, our performance has improved. The results in these years were equal to 425 [km / kWh] and 454 [km / kWh], respectively. In 2012 and 2013, the control strategy was chosen on the basis of the simulation model, but the model was not adequately identified, and the control strategy had to be modified. In previous editions of the race, the implementation of optimal control strategy was not supported by the visualization system, which would inform the driver of the need to take specific actions (pressing or releasing the accelerator button).
Conclusion
The presented method was developed and tested for a prototype electric racing car that has been designed for the Shell Eco-marathon race. As it was shown the results of the numerical simulations were very similar to the outcomes of the real races in the context of the final result of energy consumption and the profile of velocity of the car during the race. The method has been developed and applied since 2012 and led in 2014 to achieving the optimal result for this type of the vehicle.
The optimization method was evaluated. The results achieved during the race attempts where the optimal control strategy was applied (481,3 and 487,3 km/kWh) were compared to the result where the strategy was proposed by the experts (365.4 km/kWh), who already had contact with the results of similar optimization models. Optimal attempts were better by over 30%, despite errors in the implementation of the strategy by the driver. In the case of experts who did not have such experiences, the differences were even greater.
Further improvement of the control strategy is impossible for this type of a vehicle and the best way to reduce energy consumption is by improving the mechanical design. It was the reason to develop new racing cars for UrbanConcept Battery Electric and Hydrogen competitions. The developed research methodology for vehicle optimization and control strategies has been developed and implemented in the Shell Eco-marathon in 2015, which has improved the score to 504 km / kWh. However, the research has shown that the potential for improved performance of the MuSHELLka vehicle has been exhausted. No major structural changes in the vehicle can significantly improve the result, so in the following years, the race was abandoned and the focus was on the development of the HydroGENIUS, the electric vehicle of UrbanConcept class with fuel cell stack as power source, which eventually scored vice Championship in SEM 2016. In the further work, it is planned to improve the optimization results by using the presented methodology in the case of the models of newly constructed vehicles. The development of the optimization method should take into consideration the uncertainty resulting from the given velocity strategy considering the real conditions of the race. It is also possible to use this method for controlling vehicles in traffic. To do this, it is necessary to completely change the way of the route modelling and the driving conditions modelling, as well as to develop a new optimization method for obtaining results in real time.
